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To those lost and lonely souls who found some solace in the New West.
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INTRODUCTION
If you're reading this, some words of warning should be offered.
The contents of this will almost be meaningless without it's
intended source material, YEAR 47. Should you have somehow found
yourself reading this first, you may want to stop now and join the
Stranger and Sara on their journey across the New West. These words
will still be waiting for you upon your return. What is read cannot be
unread.
Within this short composition lies a series of omissions from Year
47, along with a short intro explaining it's original placement brief
commentary as to why I felt it necessary to remove the scene. Also
note that much of this material never reached the final editing
process. They are presented as is with little to no additional work.
Enjoy these missing days from the Year 47.
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THE FUNDRAISER:
This first selection was part of the original opening to Chapter I.
Shortly after the Stranger's introduction, we would have
followed him on his excursion into the abandoned military
warehouse, salvaging the supplies we would later see him use as
payment in Hardship. All of this was to occur before Sara hid inside
the buried tank after being chased by the Forlorn.
This scene would have also been the first appearance of the
Broken, who later show up in Chapter XII. Not the first time they
were delayed, as you'll read later on.
This segment somehow survived many editorial passes before I
realized it was completely unnecessary and only served to slow down
the beginning of the story. I was too focused how the reward was
obtained that I ignored the simple fact that the “how” wasn't
important at all. And as you might can tell by the writing, I was a bit
uninspired by the scene, yet unable to recognize it for so long.
We needed to get to both these characters quick and had the rest
of the story to establish the inner workings of this universe. Not only
that, it could be done much more succinctly. Though as interesting as
the Stranger's private little adventure was, I was ignoring both Sara
and the reader's involvement.
In addition, I was worried that the Broken would unfairly be
established as the main threat of the entire story, quite possibly the
only threat to jaded readers who gave up on the story in a market
saturated with “zombies”. And even if they had made it through,
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they would have been bogged down with the Forlorn encounter.
Like an entire feast for one solitary person, the first chapter was
slow to present, overabundant, not easily digested, and risked a coma.
Now all that was summed up in passing during Chapter II, lost no
purpose, and still served as an example of how the world worked
without slowing down the vital pace of the first chapter of the book.
Lesson learned.
+++
FROM CHAPTER I:
The Stranger pulled out a monocular from the messenger bag on
his side and scouted below. The path leading to the warehouse was
scarcely lined with an undead horde of the former living, fighting
with one another like primates. They sought sustenance but only
managed to occasionally gnaw on each other in frustrated hunger.
The Broken served as more than a reminder of what was lost; they
reminded everyone who held onto life what awaited them after they
lost their grip on the only thing left worth having with the caked
blood coating their forearms and jaws.
He hopped over the bank and casually slid down the fairly steep
hill, quiet and careful of alerting them or other potential threats
nearby before arriving at the bottom where a single zombie spotted
the invader moving his way before charging full speed like a rabid
dog. The man remained unfazed by the horrid moaning emitting from
the incoming undead and calmly reached to the short batons strapped
on his back. With swift, calculated movements, he connected the hilts
and twisted the handles to release a pair of short swords contained
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within the adjoining handles.
The zombie closed in quickly, but the man did not fail to take out
his blade, stylishly and swiftly decapitating his target with the
precision of a finely crafted watch that hadn’t lost a second in years.
The wretched soul dropped instantaneously to the ground as his
death scream attracted the attention of the remaining undead and
evoked the painful hunger that drove them. The hands of the watch
kept moving with fluidity as each zombie lost their head to his arm
movements.
The Stranger never missed a tick, as evidenced by the
surrounding heads of his attackers lying in the dirt next to their
rotting, blood covered bodies as he passed over them. He returned the
weapons to their sheaths and continued to the warehouse, all to have
never broken a single bead of sweat. He took no time to dwell on the
repercussions of these events becoming all too familiar routine that
has become a part of what he barely called his life.
As he continued to walk away from his victory, their former
bodies twitched and spasmed as a black, smoky, vaporous entity
poured out upwards and took to the air like steam from a kettle,
riding the wind as horrid screams pulsated from the collective cloud
as it vanished into the abyss above.
The Stranger seemed uncaring of the typical incident as he
arrived to the large ventilation cover that guarded the entrance to the
interior warehouse. It was quickly removed with a set of tools he
retrieved from one of his bags. After returning them to their place, the
Stranger reached into one of his pockets to pull out a small cylindrical
object. With a snap and a few quick shakes, the small tube lit up a dull
neon blue before being tossed into the blackness below, hearing it
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land just seconds after doing so. He carefully tuned his ear and
inspected the soundscape, but found no signs of danger thus far.
With that, he removed some basic spelunking gear from his
satchel, anchoring a rope to the frame above and tossing the line
inside before easing his way down the rope and descending from the
ventilation shaft high above. His beaten boots landed softly on the
dusty concrete floor. A small click of a button from the hefty flashlight
he carried resulted in the tool flickering on to illuminate the labyrinth
of wood crates layered in grime in front of him. Some crates along the
way had already been opened, but with the examination of the
bottoms, he found them full of collected dust having been opened
long before he had arrived.
Moving ahead, he carefully read each of the crates’ contents,
searching for certain items and stopping at a crate marked “AMMO”
in bold, painted letters and quietly opens up the crate. After quietly
cracking opened the crate and investigating the smaller boxes within,
he opened up one full of bullets greatly needed for his revolver and
deftly inspected them for any signs of being unusable. Finding none
due to the serendipitous storage conditions, he placed the crate on the
floor, stooped down, and started to fill his bags and ammo belt with
as much of the surrounding ammunition as possible.
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ABANDONED CONGREGATION
This next scene originally happened in Chapter VII just after the
Clingers incident.
What was one of the earliest things written for Year 47 became
the first thing to go. I still feel it's a good scene and love it on its own.
But included in the story, it's unnecessary and repeats the established
theme of the Stranger's angry, unforgiving relationship with God.
By the way, the church sign was one I had seen in person. Living
in the bible belt, church signs are a common occurrence and not just
internet memes. But this one sign always stuck with me until the
moment it found its way into Year 47, if only briefly. Now it shall rest
here.
+++
FROM CHAPTER VII:
It was a month later that Sara and the Stranger came across a
small but stable chapel with an off-ramp in the visible distance that
possibly led into a city. The nearby church billboard was faded, but
the phrase “Life Is A Puzzle; Look Here For Your Missing Peace”
appeared boldly.
The two were already physically and emotionally fatigued,
longing for shelter. Knowing Sara needed some rest, the wanderer
stopped near the church steps with its potential for rest in question.
He motioned to Sara with his hand to hold back so he could inspect
the location.
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While Sara gladly took the brief moment to rest within sight, the
man walked up the steps leading to the entrance. He tried opening the
doors, but, over the years, they had rusted shut, locked by time.
The gunfighter drew his revolver and gave the door a swift kick,
cracking open the doorway and looking into the dank building as the
doors parted. The dust settled over the misaligned, empty pews
approaching the alter. The space would provide adequate protection
until they regained some of their energy and could continue in search
of the city. After some brief contemplation within himself, he returned
his six-shooter and descended the stairs without bothering to enter.
“No good,” he told Sara. “Come on.”
Filled with doubt, she questioned him not, and he moved ahead
while Sara returned to her aching feet. After a quick thought, she
followed feeling the weight of both their heavy hearts.
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DEATH BELOW
This next segment was also a part of Chapter VII, immediately to
follow the previous deleted scene. After having their introduction
delayed once before, this final threat before finding rest within the
office building was intended to the first encounter with the Broken.
I wrestled heavily with how this scene played out, constantly
ending up dissatisfied with each rewrite. Only when I was nearing
being happy with it did I realize it wasn't needed. As fun as the scene
is, its removal made the Broken's official unveiling leading up to
Chapter XII much more exhilarating and terrifying after having their
existence only teased up to this point officially.
+++
FROM CHAPTER VII:

POPULATION: y o u
The populace of the vandalized city entrance sign was as
removed as the actual population of the desolate city. Shelter was
abundant though, and another month couldn‘t pass without a decent
rest. They would make camp for the night there. It was just a matter of
getting down off the elevated freeway.
The off ramp that led into the city was almost completely
demolished, and what was left was unstable. Approaching the edge
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and peering over the side, the Stranger found that his plan to safely
descend to the main highway below would not work smoothly. After
taking a quick count, he ducked back down behind the concrete guard
and dropped unnecessary baggage.
There were about thirty of them. With the caked, coagulated
blood coating their forearms and jaws like dry mud, they
continuously reminded everyone who held onto life what awaited
them after they lost their grip on the only thing left worth having.
They were Broken, and the windows to their soul were forever
stained with dull illumination to match the purple glow of the
surrounding world in which they had perished.
The Stranger needed to stop them there or risk drawing them
into the city. The dwindling ammo coupled with the complications
arising from any loud noises meant the requirement of not firing a
single shot. The task was daunting, but the Broken were distracted
with their insatiable hunger driving them to fight like primates,
gnawing one another in frustration if they got too close to each other.
“Stay down right here,” the Stranger commanded as he anchored
a rope to the guardrail. “And don’t watch. You hear me? Don’t.”
Sara shut her eyes and nodded as the Stranger reached to the
pair of billy clubs strapped on his back and connected the ends,
forming a staff.
“They’re not going to touch you,” he said tossing the rope below
into the feeding pit.
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The cord struck the underpass, catching the interest of a Broken
nearby. Following the rope’s trail up, his throat was met with a dense
thud as the Stranger assailed him from above with billy clubs in hand.
Collapsed underneath the Stranger’s weight, the pinned Broken could
make no sound as the staff was pressed with increasing pressure
against his neck. Even on the brink of his throat being crushed, the
Broken stared at the Stranger with unfaltering ravenousness.
With a swift move, the Stranger twisted the batons of the staff
and pulled them apart, releasing a pair of twin blades contained
within the adjoining handles. The passing blades sliced through the
weak flesh of the Broken’s throat and spine with an effort as easy as
pruning a houseplant. The Stranger held no reservations in
decapitating him. He knew a ship wouldn’t sail unless the anchor was
cut free. The same went for souls. In this place, separating the brain
from the body or destroying it altogether was the only way to render
them useless. Only then could their mortal coil be shed.
The other Broken hadn’t been alerted to the Stranger’s presence
yet. Mindful of his movements, he moved among the vehicular grave
in secret. Being seen was unavoidable, but from the right position, it
was favorable. Having found his line of attack laid out in front of him,
the Stranger stepped out from behind cover and tapped one of his
swords against the bumper of a car just hard enough to garner their
attention. As they charged like rabid dogs, the Stranger remained
unfazed, systematically dispatching each enemy with the precision of
a finely crafted watch that hadn’t lost a second in years.
The hints of sound painted the scenario on the canvas in Sara’s
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mind with the final brushstroke being a slosh of blood against the
pavement. She wanted to open her eyes and look over the edge, but
his command and her fear kept her feet glued. The audible grunts
followed the movement of the rope, and a hand ascended over the
edge and grasped the cold concrete with a muted clap. Only upon the
approaching unknown could Sara open her eyes, but the terror was
short lived as the Stranger pulled himself up over the barrier nearly
depleted of strength.
“Grab the bags,” he told her, moderately out of breath. “We gotta
move before they give it up.”
The Stranger tossed the bags to the ground as Sara handed them
over. The motion to climb onto his back had become customary, but
Sara felt guilty accepting the help seeing how exhausted was. But time
was as short as his allowance. Climbing his back, they touched down
onto the street. Carefully stepping over the bodies as they came up on
their bags, the Stranger caught Sara staring at the aftermath.
“Ignore them,” he told her. “They were dead long before I got to
them.”
The two recollected their things and jogged into the distant
streets in their continued search of a safe residence. The clock had
started ticking with the first kill, and the time had come when the
remains of the redundantly dead started to twitch and spasm in the
initial stages of release.
Out of their cavities spawned a black, smoky, vaporous entity,
spilling upwards like oil and taking to the air like steam from a kettle.
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Their collective cloud rode the wind as horrid screams pulsated from
the formation and vanished into the abyss above.
As Sara witnessed the unnatural metamorphosis of a human soul
evaporating into a new life form, the Stranger forced her to share his
disregard.
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DORTHY
I still love this scene, and it's the only one I question whether or
not I should have removed.
Taking place in Chapter XIV just after leaving the "Bag Him One
Inn", the Stranger was to briefly meet a character and, in passing,
change two lives for the better. It was to be a surprise fatherly
moment that possibly wouldn't have emanated without Sara's
influence on the Stranger's heart.
The original exchange itself was much shorter to match any other
brief observation about the ungodliness of Sudden Valley. But, on one
of the final editing passes, the scene organically grew into what you're
about to read. Much like the Stranger's unexpected response, I
suddenly felt inspire to say something this time.
As much as I love it, I ultimately deemed it didn't help the pace
of the scene or contribute substantially to the story. Whether or not I
made a mistake in doing so, I'm glad I have an opportunity to share it.
+++
FROM CHAPTER XIV:
Not long after parting ways, the Stranger came across a scantily
clad lady of the night working the corners. He wasn’t fooled by the
underage girl buried underneath the layers of trashy makeup.
“Looking for a good time?”, offered the whore with the
excitement of a jaded door-to-door salesman
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He walked by as if she wasn’t there nor ever spoke to him, but
she was not easily detoured in her line of work.
“Queer?”, she asked, seeing the job opportunity passing. “That’s
no problem ‘cause my little brother can handle that. So what are ya?”
“Not interested.”
The Stranger left her standing there in confused rejection that
would only last until another john walked her way. It was like he
watched a kid get hit by a car and stepped over the body in his path.
His sympathy for the tragic child and her brother progressed
into anger toward the indifference surrounding them. He wanted to
turn around, wipe the shitty makeup off her face, grab her by the
shoulders and say some poignant thing that would instill in her the
bravery she needed to change.
Then the Stranger heard his parent’s voice feeding him the lines,
turning him right back around.
“Change ya mind?”, the young girl asked as he took the loose
scarf she wore as a belt and wiped her makeup away. “Hey! What are
ya doin’?!”
No one bothered to step in to stop what looked like physical
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abuse, and the Stranger was disappointed in each person who walked
by and did nothing had he ill intent.
“Let go of me, you fuck!”, she yelled, struggling to break free
from his effortless hold.
“HEY!”, the Stranger shouted, annoyed with her flailing. “Be
still.”
She stopped cold, seeing his eyes travel across her face, not in
lust, but in search of who she was underneath. And as the last bit of
makeup was wiped away, he discovered her. A girl forced to be a
woman for reasons he didn’t know but understood by the tears in her
eye.
“What’s your name?”, he asked her in a softened voice that made
her feel safe.
“D...Dorthy,” her voice trembling. “M...My name is Dorthy.”
He held her face with one hand as he wiped the tears from her
emerald eyes.
“Dorthy. How many of my bullets would keep you off the street
tonight?””
“I don’t...what do you want?”
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“How many?”
“M...maybe three?”
The Stranger removed his hand away from her face, taking six
bullets off of his gun belt and placing them into her hand.
“Dorthy, you didn’t expect this, but you are at a junction tonight.
After I walk away, you’re on your own again, but I’m leaving you
with a choice.”
Dorthy couldn’t keep eye contact, ashamed of what she had let
happen to herself and her brother out of fear. But he wouldn’t let it be,
lifting her face up by her chin.
“You have been through worse than what you fear, Dorthy,” the
Stranger told her as he saw courage return to her eyes. “Nothing left
to do but be unafraid.”
She squeezed his waist, her pockets overflowing with chance.
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END OF THE ROAD:
FINAL THOUGHTS

This last section was intended to finally reveal the alternate
ending to Year 47. More accurately, the original ending.
If you've read the book (and I really hope you have because why
the hell are you still here reading this?), then you almost certainly
know how it goes. It was one of the moments of conception, and
where the story started for me.
And I cannot find it for you to read.
I have combed through my files with the solid belief I had put it
away with this intended purpose. To one day print it in some fashion.
I had even toyed with the idea early on to have the ending of Year 47
be a choice for the reader.
To kill God, turn to page so and so.
Now, I'm here with you at that imagined moment, ready to
utilize the ending for this special occasion, and it's lost. Mysteriously
gone, likely never to be found.
But why did I write it? Why did I even try to hold onto it? Why
don't I just attempt to rewrite it for you now?
Year 47 was more than just an amalgamation of genres I loved. It
was my way of coping with my own relationship with God. I'm not
going to go into detail here, but I do believe in God. It's just I have
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been angry at him for aspects of, not just my life, but life in general.
It's always hurt to bare this unwanted sadness I carry for myself
and for every person who I watch suffer. I know it would be so much
easier to accept life is nothing more than pain, loss, and heartbreak
peppered with moments of chemically induced happiness and love.
That life is just a continuous coin toss serving no purpose. That God
does not exist.
But I can't. It's not about rejecting responsibility for my life
because I don't. I've seen too many things too great to be coincidence.
I've felt presence.
It's the lack of it in between that tears at my heart. I still often feel
like God is a weekend dad I always trust will be there to pick me up,
and I'm left sitting on the curb with my bags and a gift to show him
how much I'm thankful. That I love him.
So, at a VERY angry point in my life, I wanted nothing more than
to reject him altogether. To be free of caring and just look out for
myself. To show him I just didn't care anymore.
That's where that original ending came from.
But, with each transformation, each rewrite, each little change
over the course of fifteen years leading back to The Stranger and God
face to face, I knew it was wrong. It's what made Lucifer's dialogue so
easy to write in hindsight. I was talking to myself, letting my heart
convince me it was stone when it needed mending.
I couldn't be the person hate wanted me to be.
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Not letting my personal battles affect others is my duty, along
with ensuring I'm making this world as good as I can for everyone
else. Whether God exists or not doesn't matter when it comes to
responsibility.
The task of loving one another, using our abilities to inspire, to
bring joy & prosperity, to love and respect one another isn't his. It's
ours. Being dealt a shitty hand doesn't mean you can't still play and
win.
The debate on life's purpose will always be questioned, but the
stories that make up life can and should have one. Hope needs to
exist.
And that ending utterly rejected Noah's character arc simply
because I was angry. He suffered for no reason, his world would
suffer for no reason, and, most importantly, the reader suffered for no
reason.
For that, I'm okay with that ending being gone. I can express my
feelings in my words, but it's not fair to project my hurt and hope it
carries over so I can feel better about myself.
That is the most selfish thing I can do as a writer and defies my
own beliefs. So, after I had finished the journey Noah and Sara made
together, I realized the real ending for them.
In time, I hope I can reach that ending too.
+++
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Before we part ways, I thought it would be fun to give you an excerpt
from an upcoming project I've been too excited not to talk about. Now
seems like a perfect time to mention it.
Because of Year 47, I have met a treasure trove of friends in the
writing community who I greatly admire. Now, I am in the midst of
collaborating with some of them on an anthology tentatively titled BY
YEAR'S END. As you may have guessed at this point, it is going to be
a collection of tales set in the New West universe.
While I never wanted to do another installment of Year 47, there
were stories I never got to tell. Ones that never found a fitting place
within the novel nor merited a full novel/novella on their own. Not to
mention all the mythology and decades of history only touched upon
but never explored.
So, I'm getting together some of the most talented indie writers
and inviting them to take a walk back through the New West with
me. Some are getting the chance to write history from their point of
view. Others I set loose to explore and find their own story. As for me,
I'll finally get to tell you about the man who raised Noah.
But I got a few other things to say as well, and I thought I'd let
you have a look at one right now. It's a poem I wrote about The
Stranger for no particular reason other than the urge to do so.
Happy trails.
– Bo
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The Man Who Never Was
by Bo Chappell
There she stood but never did.
The loyal wife, always hid.
In her arms, she held his heart.
The air he breathed, she played the part.
The words he wrote. The child she bare.
The gift she gave could not compare.
Her end of love would never start.
The soul she kept, he played no part.
There he walked. No one at all.
The quiet man who heard no call.
In his hand he held a gun.
His soul to take. A job not done.
The blood he spilled. The child he saved.
In shadows loomed, all absence bathed.
There he walked, a former son.
Her life to spare. Their path to run
Dreams not to be. A life not gave.
His heart denied his mercy's grave.
The loyal wife, all that she does
Is for a man who never was.
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